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The world is on the move. And wherever there is movement, you will find us: Moving Intelligence. We help people manage all 

things moving: from cars to scooters, from trailers to containers, from boats to work equipment. That’s important, because 

you value what you have. Everything that drives, sails, flies, or is transported. Items of value for which you saved a long time, 

in which you invested a great deal, and on which a lot depends. Whether it is a lorry, fleet of vehicles, boat or haulage: we 

enable control. 

And that is reassuring. To have insight in your possessions. We do this for everyone: multinational or retailer, fleet manager or 

proud owner of an oldtimer.

Moving Intelligence enables management of all things moving. With hardware that we integrate invisibly and software that 

makes information visible. Allowing you to monitor, control and safeguard all things moving worldwide. And should some-

thing be stolen from you anyway, we will recover it personally. Literally. 

We are doing this for almost 20 years. And every day, every year of our company’s existence, we innovate our services and 

products further. That is why we are market leader in managing all things moving. Our technology allows people to sleep 

more soundly and businesses to operate more efficiently. We are: Moving Intelligence.

Optimum security

Thieves are becoming increasingly brazen and sophisticated – construction vehicles are driven off of lots during the daytime, never 
to return; and cyber-criminals have certainly been known to hack into vehicles’ ECU’s (Engine Control Units), just to name two 
scenarios...

We want to make life as difficult as we can for thieves, and we do so by using our vehicle tracking systems (the Mi50 system) in 
combination with immobilisers (the MiBlock) that are unhackable. Attempting to disrupt the signal of the vehicle tracking system – 
a common trick amongst car thieves – will then therefore have no effect. And should a thief manage to drive off with your vehicle 
after all, it can be traced back and recovered with our tracking system. Because the system works on a stand-alone basis and on 
an internal battery, it cannot be compromised by thieves. The system will be in operation at all times, and is capable of transmitting 
signals through the walls of buildings and even of shipping containers. A must-have addition to your vehicle security systems. With 
us, you are assured of optimum security.

Moving Intelligence provides security for everything that moves, whether a car, construction vehicle or boat. That’s why we have our 
own in-house private investigator who is SVPB-certified (Stichting Vakexamens voor de Particuliere Beveiligingsorganisaties, Private 
Security Organisations Vocational Examinations Association) and has been issued a valid permit by the Dutch Ministry of Security 
and Justice to conduct criminal investigations.

But security is about more than that. Security is also an emergency button for someone in a dangerous situation, or a system that 
automatically contacts emergency services when you’ve just had an accident. Such features are also included in our services.
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Coordination of movement 

Many companies still use them: hand-written trip logs, often illegibly written on a crumpled piece of paper, and typically incomplete 
– something that the Tax Bureau may not be likely to accept as documentation. An incomprehensive trip/mileage logging system 
for the management and coordination of a vehicle fleet can unnecessarily cost a considerable amount of time and hassle, both for 
the driver and the fleet manager. But with Moving Intelligence’s trip logging systems, this is totally a thing of the past. At the press 
of a button, all data pertinent for tax-reporting purposes can be called up on the Moving Intelligence platform. Various details of the 
trips are displayed on detailed maps. Using a switch in your car (the MiClassify feature), trips can be logged as business-related or 
for private use.
 
If your company uses pool cars, you will be able to see who drove in which pool car and when, using the personal identification 
feature. The MiReader feature allows you to access trip data and have insight into your drivers’ driving style at any time. Live tracking 
gives you the flexibility to be able to instantly see which of your drivers is near a reported disturbance, for example, or who can pick 
up an ordered part from your supplier because they will be passing by there on their trip anyway.

 
Savings an sustainability 

Costs for maintenance, fuel and tire wear constitute an increasingly large portion of total business costs. In order to help keep these 
in check, we offer our driving style analysis feature. This service allows you to easily see how your vehicles are being driven – who’s 
braking too late, accelerating too hard or taking turns a little too sharply? Or who’s an excellent driver? With Moving Intelligence’s 
driving style feature, you will on the one hand be able to save money on aspects such as tire wear and maintenance, while you 
are also doing your part in conserving the environment, on the other hand. You will be able to instruct your drivers to drive more 
appropriately in order to increase the longevity of the vehicle as well as contribute to environmental sustainability.
 

Customisation and flexibility 

All of Moving Intelligence’s services can be accessed on our platform. After installing the Moving Intelligence system, you will also 
have the option of buying extra services through the platform. You can choose between different packages or individual services. 
Subscriptions vary from 1 month to up to 2 years, where you can indicate yourself whether you want it to be extended automatically 
after it expires. The platform allows you to manage all of your data yourself, add new users and assign authorities. You can also use 
the platform to create a list of emergency contacts with corresponding personal codes.

24/7 access 

Since you won’t always have a PC nearby, we offer our free MiApp. This app allows you to manage the platform’s main functionalities 
– such as live tracking, trip logs and the immobiliser – from your mobile phone or tablet. This app is available for everybody with a 
Moving Intelligence account.

Moving Intelligence - always on the move 

Since the hardware for the Moving Intelligence platform is developed in-house, Moving Intelligence is always in a position to lead 
the way with new technological developments. In an ever-innovating market, we are able to fulfil, maintain and even expand on 
a pioneering role. Our customers are the pillars for the continued development of our products and services, which ensures the 
highest level of user-friendliness.  
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